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LLCM30ES English Phonetics 1. Coarticulation Week 9: The consonants in detail III (coarticulation, assimilation) T. Kamiyama, Université de Marne-la-Vallée 2007-2008



1.3. Coarticulation: place • /d/ is pronounced with a post-alveolar (palatoalveolar) articulation in /dr/, as in /dri!m/.



• The cases where coarticulation results in a sound in another category:



• /b/ can be pronounced with a labio-dental articulation before a labio-dental fricative, as in /"#bvi$s/.



• -> Assimilation



Based on Wells (1990, 2000) 4/12/2007 T. Kamiyama
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4/12/2007 T. Kamiyama
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Assimilation



2. Assimilation



• A sound can be pronounced in a way that is more similar to its neighbours, especially in rapid, casual speech. • How? (in the case of consonants) • - voice • - place • - manner • In English it mainly affects place of articulation. 4/12/2007 T. Kamiyama



2.1. Assimilation of place I • The alveolar consonants /t d n/, when they occur at the end of a word or syllable, can optionally assimilate to the place of articulation of the next syllable (‘regressive assimilation).
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2.1. Assimilation of place I • /n/ can become [m] before /p, b, m/ /%ten "men/ -> [%tem "men] /"da&n bi!t/ -> ["da&m bi!t] • /n/ can become ['] before /k, (/ /%fa)n "(re)d/ -> [%fa)! "(re)d] /)n"kred$bl*/ -> [)!"kred$bl*]



4/12/2007 T. Kamiyama



Wells (1990, 2000) 7 LLCM30ES English Phonetics 2007-2008 Week 9



4/12/2007 T. Kamiyama



N.B. Not all the details are described here in [ ] Wells (1990, 2000) 8 LLCM30ES English Phonetics 2007-2008 Week 9



2.1. Assimilation of place I • /d/ can become [b] and ['] in the same way: /%red "pe)nt/ -> [%reb "pe)nt]



• In the same way, /s/ /z/ can become [-] [.] before /-/ or /j/ at the beginning of the next syllable: /%/)s "-e)p/ -> [%/)$ "-e)p]



/$d"m)t/ -> [$b"m)t]



/%/i!z "-u!z/ -> [%/i!% "-u!z]



/"bæd (a)z/ -> ["bæ" (a)z] • /t/ can become [p] and [k] in the same way, but more frequently [+] (a glottal stop).



/%/)s "ju!n)t/ -> [%/)$ "ju!n)t] • N.B. If the following word is you, your, the /j/ may disappear.



/%e)t "b,)z/ -> [%e)p "b,)z] or, more usually -> [%e)# "b,)z] 4/12/2007 T. Kamiyama



2.1. Assimilation of place II



Wells (1990, 2000) 9 LLCM30ES English Phonetics 2007-2008 Week 9



2.1. Assimilation of place III • Assimilation can also sometimes operate in the other direction: that is, a consonant can assimilate to the place of articulation of the consonant at the end of the preceding syllable (‘progressive’ assimilation). • In English, this applies only to syllabic /n/ changing it into syllabic [m*] ['*] as appropriate: (/"r)b$n/ -> ) /"r)bn*/ -> ["r)bm*]



/%æz ju "si!/ -> [%æ% (j)u "si!] 4/12/2007 T. Kamiyama



2.1. Assimilation of place III • This assimilation can operate only if the words are said without a phonetic [$] between the plosive and the nasal. Furthermore, it cannot apply if the sound after the nasal is a vowel . (/"hæp$nz/ -> ) /"hæpn*z/ -> ["hæpm*z] (/"hæp$nd/ -> ) /"hæpn*d/ -> ["hæpm*d] (/"hæp$n)'/ -> ) /"hæpn*)'/ (cannot assimilate further)



(/"be)k$n/ -> ) /"be)kn*/ -> ["be)k!*] (/%0p $n "da&n/ -> ) /%0p n* "da&n/ -> [%0p m* "da&n] 4/12/2007 T. Kamiyama



Wells (1990, 2000)10
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Wells (1990, 2000)12
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2.2. Assimilation of place (+ manner): yod coalescence



2.2. Assimilation of place (+ manner): yod coalescence



• /t/ or /d/ + /j/ -> [t-] [d.] • Across word boundaries it mainly affects phrases involving you or your.



• /t/ or /d/ + /j/ -> [t-] [d.] • Within a word, the status of yod coalescence depends on whether the following vowel is strong or weak.



/%let ju "aut/ -> [%let$ u "a&t]



• Where the vowel is strong, i.e. /u!/ or /&$/, yod coalescence can frequently be heard in BrE, although not in careful RP.



/%w&d ju "tra)/ -> [%w&d% u "tra)] /%(et j,! "bæ(z/ -> [%(et$ ,! "bæ(z]



4/12/2007 T. Kamiyama



/tju!n/ (-> [t$u!n]) Wells (1990, 2000)13
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/)n"dj&$/ (-> [)n"d%&$]) 4/12/2007 T. Kamiyama
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2.2. Assimilation of place (+ manner): yod coalescence



• /t/ or /d/ + /j/ -> [t-] [d.] • Within a word, the status of yod coalescence depends on whether the following vowel is strong or weak.



• Historically, a process of yod coalescence is the origin of the /t-/ used by all speakers in words such as nature, and of the /d./ in words such as soldier. • Similarly, yod coalescence involving fricatives (sj -> -, zj -> .) explains the /-/ in words such as pressure, delicious, patient, Russian, and the /./ in words such as measure.



• Where the vowel is weak, i.e. /u/ or /$/, yod coalescence is often variable in BrE. /"fæktju$l/ ["fæktju$l] (-> ["fækt$u$l]) /"edjuke)t/ ["edjuke)t] (-> ["ed%uke)t]) 4/12/2007 T. Kamiyama



Cf. obligatory in GA Wells (1990, 2000)15 LLCM30ES English Phonetics 2007-2008 Week 9



Compare /d)"l)-$s/ with the French word /delisjø/. 4/12/2007 T. Kamiyama



Wells (1990, 2000)16
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2.3. Assmilation of manner



2.4. Assimilation of voicing



• /// in the, this, that, etc. can become nasal before a nasal, especially /n/, as in:



• Quite rare in English. • Observe the vowel in the following words:



/)n &$ "stri!t/ -> [)n' n'$ "stri!t] • The nasalized /// retains the dental place of articulation: [n1] (dental [n]). • The place of articulation of the preceding nasal /n/ is assimilated to that of ///: [n1] • Compare:



/"blækb,!d/ /"blækb2!d/ /"blækbri/



/)n /$ "stri!t/ -> [)n1 n1$ "stri!t]



• Now, compare these words with /bak bl34/ (‘bac blanc’)



/)n $ "stri!t/ -> [) n$ "stri!t] 4/12/2007 T. Kamiyama
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Wells (1990, 2000)18
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2.4. Assimilation of voicing • However, the /s/ /z/ alternation in the suffix ‘s’ and the /t/ /d/ alternation in ‘ed’ can be considered as cases of progressive assimilation of voicing.



End of Week 9 Week 10: The consonants in detail III (continued), revision



4/12/2007 T. Kamiyama



Wells (1990, 2000)19
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